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A. INTRODUCTION

1. The Tenth meeting of the Lusaka-based WJLPOC Council of Ministers was
held in Lusaka, Zambia on 12 and;13 March, 1987.

2. It was a regular meeting of the Lusaka-based MULPOC Council of Ministers
convened in accordance with Resolution 311 (XIII) of the EGA Multinational

Programming and Operational Centres (MULPOCs) adopted by the Fourth Meeting of

the ECA Conference of Ministers of 1 March, 1977, at Kinshasa, Zaire.

B. OPENING OF THE MEETING, ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

Opening of the Meeting

3. The meeting was called to order at 10.30 hours on Thursday, 12 March, 1987
by the Hon. Dr. M.M. Sefali, Minister of Planning, Manpower and Economic
Development, Lesotho and Chairman of the outgoing bureau.

4. In his remarks the outgoing Chairman thanked the Government of Zambia
for the warm hospitality accorded to the delegates and also for hosting the

Tenth meetings of the Lusaka-based MULPOC. He stated that after ten years of
its operation, the Lusaka MULPOC had established an impressive performance.
The MULPOC had established institutions such as the PTA, ESAMI.and ESAMRDC
which were extremely useful. The Minister pointed out that these institutions
had provided the States with the necessary infrastructure required for economic
development. He also referred to Africa's Priority Programme for Economic
Recovery (APPER) and the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic
Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD)adopted by the African Heads of State and
Government and the United Nations respectively as guidelines for African economic
development.

5. He further informed the meeting that although the Ninth meeting of the
Lusaka-based MULPOC had requested the ECA/MULPOC to carry out a study on the

rationalization of tha operations of PTA, SADCC and MULPOC, this had not been
accomplished. He informed the meeting that the reasons for this would be

discussed in the course of the meeting. Finally, he expressed deep appreciation
to all member States and the secretariat for the co-operation he had received
over the past year.

Attendance

6. The meetina was attended by Ministers from the following member States of
the subregion: .Lesotho, Kenya, Somalia, United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda,

Zambia and Zimbabwe. Other representatives caie from the following countries of
the subregion: Angola, Malawi and Mozambique.
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I\ Tne fo!lo*1n9 organizations were represented as observers: The International
Labour Organisation (ILO) and (ILO/SATEP), the United Nations High Commission
for Refugees (UNHCR), the United Nations Development Programne (UNOP), the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), the
United Na^ons Children's Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations Food and Agriculture
?$?Sr?atlun imJ* *!!? Jnjeinationai Centre for Insect Physiology and Ecology
(ICIPE), the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA),
the African Institute for Higher Technical Training and Research (AIHTTR), the
international Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), the International
Trade Centre (ITC), the Pan Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC) and the African
National Congress of South Africa (ANC).

Election of Officers

8. The meeting elected the following as members of the Bureau:

Chairman : Hon., Lavu Mulimba, M.P,, (Zambia)

Vice-Chaimian : Hon. Mohamud Said Mohamed (Somalia)

Rapporteur : Hon. P.L. Odupoy (Kenya)

Agenda and Organization of Work

9. The meeting adopted the following agenda:

1. Opening of the meeting

2. Election of the Bureau

3. Adoption of the Agenda and Organization of Work

4. Presentation of the Report and recommendations of the Tenth
Meeting of the Committee of Officials of the Lusaka-based MULFOC

5. Consideration of the report

6. Any other business

7. Date and vonua of the next meeting

8. Adoption of the draft Report of the Tenth Meetino of the
Council of Ministers

9. Closure of the meeting
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C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

TO. In his opening remarks, the Rt. Hon. Prttoe Minister and Minister of Finance
and National Commission for Development Planning of the Republic of Zambia,
S.K. Musokotwane, MCC, M.P., reminded the meeting that it was barely six months

ago when H.E. President Samora Machel of tha People's Republic of Mozambique
lost his life in a tragic r>lane crash. In this respect, he invited the meeting
to observe a moment's stlence iri memory of President Machel.

11. The Rt. Hon. Prime Minister then informed the meeting of the destabilization
campaign by the South African regime which he said was directed at the Frontline
States. The South African activities included direct military raids, economic
sabotage and recourse to the use of proxies such as the National Resistance
Movement and UNITA in Mozambique and Angola respectively. These activities

have cost the Frontline States billions of dollars. The Rt. Hon. Prime Minister
stated that despite numerous peace efforts by the international community
including the recent Commonwealth Peace Initiative, South Africa had shunned
all such attempts. The Rt. Hon. Prime Minister informed the meeting that it was
therefore incumbent on the international community to unite against South Africafs
policies. He then gave a brief background of the Lusaka MULPOC which was
created: in November 1977 by Resolution 311 (XIII). The Rt. Hon. Prime Minister
stated that the Lusaka MULPOC could play an important role in alleviating the
difficulties encountered through the destabilization campaign by South Africa.
In terms of its work record, he stated that the Lusaka MULPOC had an impressive
performance. It had established the Preferential Trade Area (FTA) for Eastern
and Southern African States and numerous other subregional institutions whose
role was to promote subregional economic integration.

12. These institutions were operating under a very unfavourable climate such
as the massive growth of population, international debt and restrictive trading
practices and falling prices of raw materials. He then referred to some
international conferences such as the Programme of Action for African Economic
Recovery Conference to be held in Nigeria, in -lay 1987. In this respect he

paid tribute to the Executive Secretary of the ECA, Professor Adebayo Adedeji
for making tireless efforts towards Africa's economic development. He also
referred to the ECA/HUL^OC World Bank seminar recently held in Lusaka, Zambia on
Structural Adjustment and Sustainsbility of Reform in Sub-Saharan Africa. He
stressed tbat structural adjustments woul;:! r\evQr achieve their objectives unless
cross-conditional i.ties were removed. This, he said was the cause of the very
hostile international climate under which the economies of the Third World
operate.
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J«™rlr) this respect, the Rt. Hon. Prime Minister called on the Lusaka-based
MULPOC not only to assess its past record with satisfaction but also to look
into the future and see how it can contribute along with the PTA and SADCC
towards sustainable economic development in the- subregion. He informed the
meeting that Zambia would continue to support the MULPOC by providing an
institutional framework as well as financial support to the MULPOC. He honed
that the recently established ESADIS will soon be operational and discharge
its functions effectively.

II' l 2n^hnlf ?,f afn.cther delegates, the leader of the Tanzanian delegation
thanked the Rt. Hon I rime Minister for finding it possible to come and officially
open the Tenth Meeting of the Lusaka-based MULPOC. She paid tribute to
His Excellency the President, the Party and its Government as well as the
People of Zambia for the warm hospitality accorded to all delegates since their
arrival. She expressed the hope that the ruieance offered by the Rt Hon
Prime Minister In his speech would be of invaluable assistance in the
deliberations.

15. Professor Adebeyo Adedeji, Undersecretary General of the United Nations
Organization and Executive Secretary of the United Nations Economic Coimission
for Africa welcomed all delegates tc the Conference and paid warm tribute to
His Excellency Or. Kenneth David Kaunda9 President of the Republic of Zambia,
the Party, the Government and the People of Zambia that continue to host the
secretariat of the MULPOC since its inception as well as for the excellent
arrangements that have been made for hosting the tenth meetings of the Policy

16. He linked the creation of the MULPOCs to thr importance which ECA attaches
to subregional co-operation and integration anr! coined that both would be
facilitated if the activities of the Commission were decentralized to the
^■SS^'l ^le ?ut1ined some of the main achievements which the Lusaka-based
MULPOC had had since its inception, which include the establishment of the
preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern Africa (PTA) (1982), the
Southern Africa Labour Commission (SALC), the Trade Promotion and Training
Centre for Eastern and Southern Africa based in Nairobi, Kenya and the Eastern
and Southern Africa Management Institute (ESAMI).

17\ .^ traced the current economic crises in Africa to the 1970s at which time
certain factors had helped to mask it. He described 1986 as a fateful year
for Africa during which period African Governments had been preoccupied with
far-reaching adjustments and policy reforms required for laying the foundations
of economic recovery. He drew attention to APP£R and UN-PAAERD and emphasized
the need to plan development within their framework.

15*1. On,Sh5 subre9iort(s overall economic performance during 1986, Professor
Adebayo Adedeji observed a slight improvement ^n that of the previous year
especially m the food and agriculture sector that grew by 3.37 per cent The
other main production sectors - mining and manufacturing exhibited distinctly
differing trends in 1986; whereas the minim sector showed signs of depression
resulting from reduced demand, the manufactjring sector showed signs of market
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19. He emphasised the need for cooperation between countries on a functional
basis such as joint development and common payments arrangements; the establish
ment of training and research institutions and joint commercial projects and

production planning with a view to changing the* structure and boosting of
intra-African trade.

Presentation of the report and recommendations of the Tenth Meeting of the
Committee of Officials of the Lusaka-based MULPOC

20. The Chairman of the Tenth Meeting of the Committee of Officials
Mr. P.K. Chiwenria presented for consideration and adoption the report of that

meeting which included, inter alia, the recommendations made with respect to:
Economic and Socfal Conditions in the Eastern $n& Southern Africa subregion;
Agriculture; Industry; Natural Resources; Trade Co-operation; Human Resources;
Integration of Women in Development; Eastern r.nd Southern Africa Documentation
and Information System (ESADIS); the Southern Africa Labour Commission (SALC);
Liberation Movements and the Work Programme or the Lusaka-based MULPOC. The
Council of Ministers then considered the report subject by subject as follows:

A brief review of Economic and Social Conditions in the Eastern and Southern
African subregion for the period J985/TO5" —

21. The Council of Ministers observed thst tha document in respect of the
subject stated above constituted an effort by the secretariat to monitor the
trend of economic and social conditions in the subregion during 1985/1986.

22. The Council welcomed the exercise, and adopted the document subject to;certain
amendments as requested by the Tenth meeting of the Committee of Officials.
The Council endorsed the need to plan within the framework of UN-PAAERD.

Progress report on tha implementation of the Wcrk Programme and Priorities .
during 1985/1387 *

23. The above-mentioned report reviewed activities which were undertaken in
1986 in the fields of food and agriculture, incustry, transport and communications,
trade and finance, women in development proqrairme as well as other decisions
reached by the Ninth meeting of ths Lusaka-based MULPOC Council of Ministers.

24. The Council took note of the progress report on implementing the 1986
work programme and priorities.

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

Progress report on the implementation of thi Sjbregional Maize Research Network
for Eastern and Southern Africa : ~

25. The Council of Ministers considered tie report of the Committee of
Officials on this subject matter. The report took note of the effort of the
secretariat to implement the decision of the Ninth Meeting of the Council of
Ministers at its meeting in Maseru, Kingdom of Lesotho from 21 - 22 March, 1986.
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J% K in?IC?t8dfct5a! the SubreSlcnal H&1* Research Network for Eastern
and Southern Africa had become operational with limited funds that have been
made available to the ECA by the Government of the Netherlands and the FAO It
was Indicated that a project "Testing and Demonstrating Improved Maize
Production Technology on Small-Farms in Lesotho" was currently being i
I&STl**? 3 sVnfom?d Of the negotiations under way with other
States to start similar projects. It was also stressed that the full
implementation of the projt h b t
States to start similar projects. It was also stressed that the full
implementation of the project has been constrained by inadequacy of fundinq.
Si 2"S ?**+"> the "s^twnt of the core staff and the establishment of
the co-ordinating centre had been delayed. ""man, ot

26. The Council stressed the importance cf the project to the subreqion
because maize is the staple food and adopted the following racoFm^ndaticns:

(a) To co-sponsor the project for the consideration of the EEC for
financing from its regional funds; :

(b) ^UD?V-e nSmb!r States t0 pl£d9e t0 the WTRAD at the forthcoming
t^daing Conference in April 1987 at Addis Ababa and earmark a

portion of their pledges for the implementation of this project;

(c) To request the Executive Secretary of ECA and the Director-General
cf FAO to continue their efforts in mobilizing the necessary funds.

Progress report on the implementation of project on Rural Fish Culture
uevelopment ana technology transfer for bastern and Southern Africa—

III ^T-e-C°Un^LwaS.1'nformed of the ste?s taksn by ^e secretariat to implement
kw™1S?T °fihe S,1"*^*1^ of the *™ciT of Ministers held in Maseru!
Kingdom of Lesotho, 21 - 22 March, 1986. The report underscored the problems

te In?*™? Gd t0 ra1sa thG neceS3ary fund t0 st5rt ^l«KtiS of
?8\u The. ^pcrt also discussed the existence cf vast coastal fisherv resources
Cla SW? EtHhi°P1a; M^««. Somalia, Kenya, TanaS a. KSb™
Angola and the island countries and the request of the member countries to the
ECA in collaboration with FAO to undertake a comprehensive study for"hS
development of coasta! fishery resources of the subregion.

29, The Council exp-essed interest in the project on Rural Fish Culture
Development and Technology Transfer, particularly for those land-locked

SScJl^ntS^ J^i^ t0 enhanC° itS imPKintation. OnIh topic theCouncil adopted the following recommendations;

(a) To co-sponsor the project for EEC financing from its regional funds; and

(b) To request the Executive Secretary of ECA and the Director-General
or mj to cake all necessary measures to enhance the implementation
of this important subregional project.
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Improvement cf the capacity for agricultural planning and policies: The case

of Djibouti, Ethiopia, Somalia and Suffan"

30. A report on the above-mentioned topic war submitted for the consideration

of the Council cf Ministers. The report underscored the need for the

rationalization of land use and farming systems. In this regard, the importance

of rangelands, forestry and wildlife in the daily livelihood of rural communities

in the subregion was stressed and called for the conservation of these resources.

The lack of basic data, inadequacy of skilled manpower, weak research and

extension systems and inadequate planning capacity were mentioned as the main

constraints on land use planning and farming systems development.

31. The need to establish a mechanism for land use planning, stabilisation
of livestock production, improvement of forest management and conservation, man
power development and training were emphasized.

32. The Council of Ministers noted the report with appreciation and requested
the ECA to forward it to the concerned countries and to extend the study to those
countries of the subragion that have not bean covered by the present and previous
study.

Progress report on tha implementation cf the Lagos Plan of Action in Eastern
and Southern Africa with particular reference to the Food and Agriculture Section

33. The report submitted for the consideration of the Ministers analysed the
present state of the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action (LPA), in

particular with regard to food self-sufficiency and collective self-reliance in
this subregion. The report indicated that the ^>er capita growth rates of food
and agriculture production are negative for almost all the countries covered by
the study during the period 1978-1985.

34. On livestock production, the renort mentioned that most countries have
plans to strengthen training, research and other basic services, but little has
been done on inter-country co-operation. The report also indicated that in
the forestry sector the objectives envisaged by the LPA were not achieved. In
general the failure to achieve the objective of LPA in the food and agriculture
sector was mainly due to lack of investment as well as deliberate effort on
implementation and monitoring of the Plan.

35. On the other hand, positive achievements have been realized on economic
integration, viz. the establishment of the ?TA, SAOCC, Centre for Integrated
Rural Development in Africa (CIRDAFRICA) etc.

36. After considering the report the Council of Ministers adopted the following
recommendations:

(a) Facilitate flow of information en strategies, S^als and-objectives of
LPA to agricultural planning officers of the various ministries and
government institutions involvec with the development of agriculture;
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)f a feasible monitoring and evaluation system for
t > iL assessing progress towards the achievement of thp

goals of the LPA; IBWI*ni; 0T rne

(c) Strengthening bilateral and multilateral co-operation to enhance
the implementation of LPA, APPER and UN-PAAERD?

INDUSTRY

NATURAL RESOURCES

40. The Council of Ministers was informed of the

(a) Planning and management of Water Resources and their assessment;

(b) Education, training and research;

(c) The role of water resources in national socio-economic development;

(ri) Environmental and health aspects.

water
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Progress report on the First Maeting of the Southern Africa Working Group of the
intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and technology Development:"—

43. Undar this agenda item the Council of Ministers was informed that the
Southern Africa Working Group on Science and Technology came up with two major
decisions:

(a) The first related to subregional projects proposed for implementation
in the sectors of food technology; procurement, repair and'maintenance
of scientific equipment in the Southern-Africa subregion; strengthening
of policy-making bodies for science-and technology; ATAS Africa with
special reference to Pharmaceuticals, and bio-technology; agro-forestry
and school science equipment; .-■-.,:■

(b) The second decision relates to.major recommendations which include the
following: maximum use of the Regional Industrial Property
Organization for Africa .(ARIPO); the Development of Scientific and
Technological Manpower; Exchange pf information; involvement of
scientists in national planning and development and maximum use of
local and indigenous consultants.

2ii* Jt16 Counc^ of Ministers endorsed the recommendations of the Committee of
Officials that the projects should be submitted to donors for funding and should
be implemented as soon as possible, ---■". : ;-- -.

HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION

Progress report on the activities of the Eastern and Southern African Management
institute (esami) ; :— ^~——-—-— *

45, Under this agenda item, the Qouncil cf Ministers was briefed about progress
made and difficulties encountered in the activities of ESAMI,

?6" a Lhi?n!Set2n9,59reed that the D1rect°r of ESAMI in conjunction with the Lusaka-
oased MULPOC should be requested to ensure that contributions to the Institution
are paid by member States. The Council also agreed to reiterate Resolution 5(IX)

Les tin °21the2subject by the Ninth meting cf the Council of Ministers, Maseru,

Progress report on the African Institute for Higher Technical Training and
Research (AIHTTR) ~~— * ; a

47, ^ The Council was informed that although the Institute was experiencing
serious financial constraints, it had embarked on programmes aimed at attaining
its objectives in the most effective manner and through collaboration with ECA/OAU
member States and other international organisations in order to give the necessary
infrastructure;! boost for its development. The meeting was further informed that
despite efforts to have member States accede to the constitution of the Institute
and contribute to its budget, no progress had been made except for Zanfcia which
had acceded to the constitution in 1986 as the..fifteenth member of the Institute.
The secretariat informed the meeting that Kenya, Zaire and Nigeria continued to
bear the brunt of the financial burden of the Institute,

48. The Council of Ministers urged member States to make further efforts to
accede to the constitution of the Institute *nrt ctmnnthan *+ k» ™«+~,*k.h.,--.«
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Progress report on the activities of the Eastern and Southern African Mineral
Resources Development centre (LSAMRDC) ——

49. The Couhcil of Ministers noted the activities of the Centre and the
important role the Centre was playing despite acute financial difficulties
arising out of non-accession fay-twelve of the eighteen member States of the sub-
region. Jhe meeting expressedlconcern over the low rate of accession to the
Institution, Member States wera once more urged to accede to the Centre's
Constitution and contribute to its budget as a way of strengthening the subregional
institution and reducing their dependence on institutions outside the subregion.

50, The meeting noted the report and recommended that Resolution 5(IX) of the
Ninth meeting of the Council of Ministers should be reiterated.

Report on the study of Skill profiles and Manpower Requirements in the field
or uistoms Acmimstration m hastern and Southern Africa

?K . T!Jn!^nc1! of/fibsters"observed that this project had been mooted by the
Lusaka miPOC and had been partially imnlenanted. But in view of the
financial constraints being experienced by the Lusaka MULPOC and given the fact
that the project is in one of the priority sectors of the PTA, it was recommended
that it should be left to the PTA to implement. The PTA had already agreed
to take it over and that UNDP had expressed interest to fund it during its Fourth
Programming Cycle, 1987-1991.

II* nJhe Co^n of Ministers agreed that the project should be handed over to
the PTA consistent with the recommendation of the Committee of Officials as
stated above.

INTEGRATION OF WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

Progress report on the implementation of the MULPOC Project on Inteqration of
women in Development — ——B—;

53 The Council of Ministers considered e report on the project on Integration
of Women m Development. The report outlined activities implemented under the
programme which included training, research, strengthening of national and
regional machineries for women in development and intervention in national
programming exercises. Advisory services and technical assistance in national
programming exercises aimed at incorporating women concerns in mainstream
national plans and programmes, which included intervention in:

NATCAP for Zambia and Swaziland;

IPF country programme for Angola, Comoros and Djibouti;

Consultative Group Meetings for Somalia and Tanzania.
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54. The report also gave account of training and other activities implemented
by the Women's Programme which included the following:

Fellowships offered to National Machineries officials to participate
in a six-month course on planning, implementing and evaluation of
rural development projects;

Subregional workshop on development and.management of small-scale
enterprises for women with emphasis on agro-industries;

Initiating a feasibility study for a project on mixed farming for
women in Mozambique;

Initiating a national survey on the situation of women in Mauritius;

Servicing the Seventh meeting of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating
Committee (ARCC); and

Organizing the Fifth meeting of the Subregional Committee on
Integration'Of Women in Development.

55. The Council of Ministers stressed the need for UNDP continued financial
support to the MULPOC Women's Programme beyond April, 1987 and urged member
States to make contributions to the programme during the forthcoming Pledqinq
Conference to be held in April, 1987.

Report of the Fifth Meeting of the Subregional Committee on Integration
of women in ueveiopment —— __^*

56. The Council of Ministers received the report of the Fifth Meeting of the
Subregional Committee on Integration of Women in Development, which contained
deliberations and recommendations of the Committee. With regard to re-orientation
of the activities of the Women's Programme in the Fourth Programming Cycle,
the Subregional Committee had identified the following top priority areas:

Assistance on National Programming Exercises through advisory services
and technical assistance;

Training in economic activities such as agriculture and food production;
processing and storage; livestock and fish farming; entrepreneurial
activities etc*;

Training in planning, management and evaluation of projects; and
leadership and managerial skills;

Training in research methodology.
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lh * I?e C.omci} of Masters meeting endorser the above priorities and adopted
the following recommendations: p

Member States should articulate explicit policies on Women in
Development;

Countries should ensure to incorporate women concerns at all levels
of national plans and orogrammes;

Mf!S1°\forJ[!cltJs^on 1n Lusaka mim Womenls Programme bulletin
LI onr )f ^1*1* collected through questionnaires designed bv
MULPOC completed and returned by Ntiol Mhii f
um rift/* * . . . * ^m.jviuniia no UCS I urittU DV

MULPOC, completed and returned by National Machineries for Women
in Development;

Feedback to MULPOC on followup work by ex-participants in Women's
project activities, should be chanr-lled through National Machineries;

Governments should implement the Resolution adopted by the Ninth
Meeting of the Council of Ministers. Maseru, Lesotho, 21 - 22 March,

i* iim?™*1™^ at lfras£ te? per ccnt of the1r forthcoming pledges
to UNTFAD for Women in Development Programmes;

UNDP shouli continue supporting the MULPOC Women!s Programme in the
Fourth Programming Cycle, 1987 - 1991;

A project document should be prepared by ECA and submitted to UNDP for
an Action-oriented Women's Programme for the Fourth Programming Cycle;

ECA should seek additional resources from other interested donor
agencies for promotion of women in development activities.

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS

Progress report on tha Second Phase of UNTACDA Jroqramme

58. A report on the progress of UNTACDA w*s submitted for consideration of
nh!Jw!5CJl °n Min.lsters- The Council of Ministers was informed that the second
?k«? 2™ "? Decade programme had 1017 projects at an estimated cost of

rlilru n*ffliI;-2J' ^iard 5° the "w^1 Nation of funds for UNTACDA, the
Council of Ministers was informed that about 20 per cent of the required funds
for implementation of the projects had been secured. The Council of Ministers

was arranging for tne subregion a co-financing

econd quarter of 1937 for the mobilization of' funds
-Uganda-Rwanda-Burundi-Zaire-Sudan, and Dar-es-Salaam-

-Uganda corridors.
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59. The Council of Ministers approved the report and agreed that:

(a) Member States should expedite submission of reports to ECA on progress
of implementation of UNTACDA projects;

(b) All member States with projects in the Mombasa-Uganda-Rwanda-Burundi-
Zaire-Sudan, and Dar-es-Salaam-Burundi-Rwanda-Zaire-Uganda Corridors
should attend and actively participate in the forthcoming co-financing
meeting;

(c) Future progress reports on UNTACDA should focus on projects and
activities in Eastern and Southern Africa.

Progress report on the Trans-East African Highway (TEAH)

60. The Council of Ministers was informed that implementation of the pre-
feasibility study on TEAH is still in progress. The first phase of tha study
covered missing links in Botswana, Zimbabwe, Zambia and Tanzania. The second
phase of the study which has been recently completed has covered Kenya, Ethiopia,
Sudan and Egypt. The Council of Ministers was further informed that reports
on both phases have been prepared and submitted to the member States concerned.
The Council of Ministers was also informed that ECA is actively working on the
re-establishment of Trans-African Highways Bureau which will provide a
secretariat and technical services to all Trans-African Highway Authorities.
Regarding solutions to facilitation of problems of TEAH, the Council of Ministers
was Informed that the three working groups on Immigration, Customs and Traffic
^I^1?"5 wh1ch "^ established by Trans-East African Highway Authority (TEAHA)
in 1983 have not completed their work.

61. The Council of Ministers approved the report and commended ECA for the
progress of TEAH study and agreed that:

(a) TEAH member States should as soon as practicable submit to ECA their
comments on the two phase study already completed;

(b) The working groups on transport facilitation should exoedite their
work and submit their reports tc TEAH;

(c) TEAH member States should make efforts to raise the necessary funds
for completion of missing links within their borders;

(d) All TEAH member States should co-operate with ECA 1n providing data
on missing links.

A report en the survey of Manpower Training Needs in Transport

62. The Council of Ministers was informed that the survey on manpower and
training needs in transport had been implemented in two phases. The first phase
covered general and multimodal transport. The second phase of the study was
conducted by mode covering roads, railways, inland water, air and maritime
transport. Reports on both phases including findings and recommendations were
submitted to member States in December 1986,
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63. The Council of Ministers noted the report and endorsed the view that
member States should submit to ECA in writing any comments they may have on the
survey's findings and recommendations.

Epport on the Study on the Harmonization and Co-ordination of various Transport
Modes in Eastern and Southern AfrTcT "~~ i^L±

64. A brief report on work carried out by ECA on the above tcoic was presented
for consideration of the Ministers. The Council of Ministers was informed
that the objective of the study was to provida detailed information on the
conditions of transport infrastructure and equipment in the suhregion The
study should, therefore, assist member States in the formulation of rational
policies for the harmonisation and co-ordinated development of transport at
national and subregional levels.

65. The study reviewed major economic activities in the subregion with
emphasis on possibilities of integration of transport services in the subregion
The Council of Ministers was further informed that copies of the reoort had
already been submitted to member States.

66. The Council of Ministers noted the report and commendsd ECA for carryinq
out the study. The Council of Ministers decided that any comments by member
btates on the study's findings and recommendations should be submitted to ECA
in writing.

Report on the progress of the implementation of the feasibility study of the
Kegional African sate site communications System (BA5C0MT

6J\u Th? Council ojfifn-lsteirs was informed the: preparations for implementation
of the study in RASCOtf is in progress. The Council of Ministers was further
informed that following adoption of resolution ^CA/UNTACDA/Res.86/6 by the

ifS ^5h? Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications
Harare Zimbabwe in Mh 1986 th ffi

ifpS ^5? onference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications
and Planning, held in Harare, Zimbabwe in March 1986, the office for

Switzerland10" °f ^ project is being establisied at ITU headquarters in Geneva,Switzerland

Ih? £0UncV °l Ministers noted the report and expressed its satisfaction
rl Jf1!* as 3lr5ad£ ***" thieved with re^rdr, to implementation of the study.
The meeting agreed thet the establishment of the projects office should be
expedited so that the actual study is embarked upon without delay.

Bank Project on Sub-Saharan African Transit.

thi ,nlh,LCJ?1Vl ? f;inisters *rs inforned o^ the background of the study and
the approach that has been agreed upon by ECA, UNDP and the World Bank redardinq
Its implementation. With regard to its content, the Council of Ministers was
informed that the programme will cover surveys, research, workshops, and a
component dealing with problems on human resources development.

h!ii(Tci1 °l f'i"isters w?s further informed that the preparatory assistance
J +rV% has.^e" completed. A representative of the World Bank
lte th- c2"nci1°f.M "^ters, that it will be necessary for member States
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71. The Council of Ministers endorsed the report and recommended that the
study should proceed as programmed. It also recommended that the study should
also cover low-level methods of transport that are suitable for transportation
in rural areas where motorised vehicles canno|. be used. '■■*■■-■ ""■

72. The Council of Ministers further agreed that member States should nominate
liaison officers to facilitate implementation of the study at national levels.

TRADE, MONETARY AND FINANCIAL CO-OPERATION

Report on the establishment of an Agricultural Commodity Exchange for
fcastern and southern Africa a

2* m-nnder JMs a9enda nem> tne Council of Ministers requested the views of
the PTA on the recommendations of the Committee of Officials of the MULPOC that
PTA should assume the responsibility for the establishment of an Agricultural
Commodity Exchange for Eastern and Southern Africa. In his reply, the PTA
representative agreed to that recommendation.

74. In the light of this reply, the Council of Ministers endorsed the
recommendation of the Committee of Officials and decided that the proiect be
removed from the MULPOC*s Work Programme for the time being.

Progress report on the development and strengthening of the Eastern and
southern arnca Trade promotion and Training Ceritre

75. Under/this agenda item, the Council of Ministers expressed concern about
non-acces0qn to the constitution of the Centre by the remaining member States,
it also expressed concern about non-contributions towards the,budget of the
Sh ^AQJL"felth3t °j!? Comoros, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Somalia and Zambia
had acceeded tc the constitution of the Centre,

76. The meeting once again urged member States to support the institution
by signing its constitution and contributing to its budget.

Progress report -on the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action in the
neia or Domestic ana intra-Mrncan Trade anH Finance—" "

3 lhlt a2enda itQTn> the Council of Ministers endorsed the
™^^J°nL°! lhe Committee of Officials of the MULPOC that member
countries should take appropriate action at national level to implement the
measures adopted^ the Lagos Plan of Action and subsequent decisions of the
Conference of African Trade Ministers relating to the expansion of domestic and

K X'9"^^- ln add1t1on PTA Sh°u1d *>"* up the WS? Sih
l^ "1thtre?ard t0 the. establishment of a Global System of Trade Preference
MTnWa(SSTP|' the Council of Ministers decided that PTA
should collaborate withECA and OAU and other subregional organisations in
assisting member countries of the subregion in the negotiations for establishing
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PAN AFRICAN DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEM (PADIS)

£,m?LeuSj.jeport..on.a5s1s*ance t0 member 5tates
wins National Centr ith

ember 5tates
es within the Lusaka-based

the establishment of
POC suEregTpn""—~~

- Of !!w15^^ stucHed the re^ort °f the Committee of Officials
Ta, outlined the various activities undertaken by PADIS in
!iS ^ the establishment of PADIS National Centres within

LFOC subregion,

80. It was stated in the report that during the period under review PADIS
assistance to member States concentrated in the art* of adviLry services and

, aT

uusakaK)asea

81. The Council of Ministers took note of the report and
eps undertaken by PADIS to strengthen national d

The Council of Ministers studied the report of the Committee of Officials
• inter alia outlined the progress that'had been made by ECA/MULPOC and

the Government of Zambia to make the ESADIS centre operational.It was stated
Jfc ?U hhf a" ^S^ement had been signed by ECA and the Govemmlnt of

i pHaci the way for estaM1shin3 a PADIS SubregicnaiCentre in
Su rte« of SI S^'nulmT1 ,thftPfIS had teen estab1i'shed9 wi?hin She Head-quarters or tne Lusaka MULPOC, and that arrangements were beinq made bv the
Government of Zambia and the ECA/MULPOC, to make ESADIslperational as soon as
possible in accordance with the understanding laid donw in the signed a^ement.

3s agreed with the report of the Committee of Officials

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, ENVIRONMENT AND HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

constrli^th^r^T" ^Krt,ar)Praised the meet1"9 of the ^sourceconstraint that has delayed the Implementation cf the project.

85 The Council of Ministers noted the paper and observed that the

ShoK^^teltfr^ U Sh?Uld nCt ta de1ayed 1n view of ^L^treT
of thfLbregion! fncreasmg cost in getting one built in all countries
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Liaison with Shelter Afrique - Nairobi, Kenya

86. A document briefly outlining efforts undertaken by the secretariat to
develop and strengthen its collaboration with Shelter Afrique was brought to
the attention of the Council of Ministers. The Council of Ministers observed

that there was not much of substance in the document and merely took note of it.

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Assistance to Liberation Movements

87* The Council of Ministers noted the assistance being rendered by the ECA

to Liberation Movements and agreed with the recommendations of the Committee of

Officials that:

(a) The Executive Secretary of ECA:

(i) be congratulated and thanked for the assistance ha had tirelessly

. ; given to Liberation Movements recognised by the OAU over the,

years and be requested to continue giving them such assistance

until apartheid in Sauth Africa was dismantled and replaced
with a one-person-one-vote democratic system of government

and that Namibia be granted its long overdue independence and
freedom;

(1i) be requested, in collaboration with other United Nations

Organisations, especially the UNHCR, ILO, UNDP, UNESCO, FAO,
UNIDO, Human Rights Commission, to intensify assistance to
Southern African refugees, displaced persons and other victims

of apartheid in accordance with the subregional priorities
established by the UN-PAAERD;

(iii) be requested, with the assistance of the Secretary-General of;
the United Nations, to seek, in addition to UNDP funding,

bilateral and multilateral assistance for the implementation of

the projects on economic sanctions against South Africa and
economic strategies for pcst-apartheid South Africa;

(iv) be requested, further, to collaborate with such subregional
groupings as PTA, SADCC, etc. by way of maximizing support and

assistance to the Liberation Movements.

(b) The Governments of the subregion be requested to sponsor the project
documents referred to in (a.iii) above for submission to UNDP and

... . other donors for funding;

(c) that member States be congratulated on the support given to the working
party in New York on the preparation of the International Convention
on Migrant Workers and their Families and that they be requested tp^
continue this essential support until this important work is completed;

(d) That support for the Southern Africa Labour Commission (SALC) be
intensified until the exploitative migratory system in South Africa is
abolished;
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(e) That the OAU Labour Commission be requested to give all possible
assistance to the SALC.

Progress report on the activities of the Southern Africa Labour Commission (SALC)

SQ. The Council of Ministers noted that the ECA/MULPOC was the permanent
secretariat for SALC and that during the period under review, it had serviced
two important meetings. The first was the annual policy organs of SALC held in
Blantyre, Malawi 1 - 6 September, 1986. The second was a workshop of legal
?2SS -iof States. It was held in Lilongwe, Malawi from 11 - 12 February,
1*8/ and examined and finalised the standard migration agreements with South
Africa. The Council of Ministers also noted that the ECA/MULPOC and ILO/SATEP
had mounted a multidisciplinary mission to Botswana to devise employment creation
programmes for migrant workers. Finally, the meeting observed that the next
meeting of SALC policy organs would be held in Maseru, Lesotho 14 - 19 September,

89. The Council of Ministers urged member States to render moral and material
support to SALC States, The Council of Ministers expressed gratitude to the
Executive Secretary of the ECA and the Director-General of ILO for the secretarial
services given to SALC States and urgad the OAU and donor agencies to mobilise
and render material support to SALC States.

Rationalization of the activities of the PTA, SADCC and ECA/MULPOC Work Propranmes

90. A delegate enquired why a study in resoect of the above stated subject
as requested by the Ninth meeting of the Lusaka-based MULPOC Council of Ministers
was not undertaken.

V* Jhe secretariat explained that it failed to get the required co-operation
from the ether two intergovernmental organisations concerned. Ths secretariat
drew attention to the independent nature of each of the three organisations
concerned. It observed that the natter was more of a political nature than an
administrative one. However, it was stated that if the Council of Ministers
still wanted the secretariat to undertake the study, the secretariat would
comply.

92. Jhe Council of Ministers took note of the secretariates explanation and
repeated its call upon the secretariat to carry out the study anc! submit a
formal report to the next meeting of the Policy Organs of the MULPOC.

Tenth Anniversary of the establishment of KULPOC by Resolution 311 (XIII) of
19//py tne tea Conrerence ci Ministers " '-,■.,—l—

^'nrUnder this agenda item, the meting noted the achievements of the Lusaka
MULPCC, especially in the establishment of subregional institutions such as the

D^!f^ntual Trad! ^nii^' Mch in turn ^"established the PTA Clearing and
Payments House and the PTA Trade1 and Development Bank, ESAMI, AIHTTR, ESAMRDC, the
establishment of the programme on Integration of Women in Development as well as
tne proposal that the Tenth Anniversary should be marked by some of form of
activity at national and/or at subregional leval through either a press statement/
conference or public lecture or issue of commemorative stamps. '
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94. Regarding activities that could be undertaken by member States to
mark the occasion, the Executive Secretary of the ECA said that the Lusaka MULPOC

could emulate the West African MULPOC which had set up a ministerial committee
to review MULPOC past activities and plan- the programme of activities to be
undertaken by that MULPOC. Further he informed the meeting that the West
African MULPOC had decided that their Policy Organs meetings should meet only
once in two years and that in between a supervisory committee of ambassadors
and high commissioners meet to monitor progress on the work programme.

95. The Council of Ministers took note of the report of the Committee of
Officials. Further, it decided that a Ministerial Committee be set up to review
the activities of the Lusaka-based MULPOC over the past ten years and propose
new activities for the future in the light of current developments and challenges
that lie ahead. The Committee is to comprise of Angola, Comoros, Kenya, Lesotho
and Zambia. The Council also decided that the Policy Organs of the Lusaka-based
MULPOC should henceforth meet once every two years (that is to say, the naxt
meeting of the Lusaka-based MULPOC Policy Organs will be held in 1989). Also
the Council of Ministers decided that in between the meetings of the MULPOC
Policy Organs, a supervisory Committee of Ambassadors and High Commissioners
accredited to Zambia should meet annually to monitor progress on the implementation
of the work programme. It was also agreed that the secretariat should continue
to issue its semi-annual reports to member States on progress on the
implementation of the work programme.

Decisions of the ECA and the UN General Assembly of interest to member States

96. The above mentioned document is based on decisions reached at the two
extraordinary sessions of the ECA Conference of Ministers in 1986 as well as the
13th Special session of the UN General Assemblv, all of which took place after
the Ninth Meeting of the Council of Ministers. APPER and UN-PAAERD (1986-1990)
emerged from those decisions and proposals of the UNO? Fourth Programming Cycle,
1987-1991 are expected to play an important role in the implementation of APPER
and UN-PAAERD.

97. The Council of Ministers took ncte of the paper and requested that reports
on the monitoring should be provided on subregional rather than on regional
basis.

Work Programme and Priorities for the Biennium, 1988 - 1989

38. Proposals for the above-mentioned work programme and priorities were
considered. The document which contained these proposals formed part of the work
programme of the ECA secretariat and activities stated in it were to be financed
from the regular budget of the United Nations Organisations.

99. The Council of Ministers considered and approved the work programme and
priorities for the MULPOC for the biennium 1983 - 1989 endorsing the view of
its Committee of Officials that all proposed activities in the programme were
of priority.
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C°nferenCe of A

102. The Council took note of the information.

Any other business

Date and venue of the next meeting

English alphabetical order would be used for selecting the venue.
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105. The leader of the Zimbabwe delegation offered to host the Eleventh
Meeting of the Council of Ministers. Concerning the date, the Minister stated
that he would liaise with the secretariat to determine the appropriate dates
of the meeting and that other member States would be informed accordingly.

Adoption of the Draft Report

106. The Council of Ministers unanimously adopted their report as amended.

Closure of the meeting

107. The Chairman, Hon, Lavu Mulimba thanked all the delegates for the
co-operation he had received during the meeting, Hon, P.L. Odupoy, Assistant
Minister of Planning in the Ministry of Planning and National Development,
Republic of Kenya, proposed a vote of thanks in the form of a resolution on
behalf of all the delegates to the Government of the Republic of Zambia
(Resolution 4).

108. The Chairman brought the meeting to ? c'ose at 13.30 hours.
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Resolution 1 (X) - Resolution on the Review anci Appraisal of the Lusaka*based

MULPOC

The Tenth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Lusaka-based

Multinational Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC) held in Lusaka,

Zambia from 12 to 13 March 1987,

Recalling Resolution .311 (XIII) adopted by the ECA Conference of Ministers

at its meeting held in Kinshasa in 1977 which established the MULPOCs,

Conscious of the important role played by the Lusaka MULPOC in creating

subregional institutions with a view to promoting the economic integration of

member countries of the subregicn as called for in the Lagos Plan of Action,

Considering the vital role that the MULPOC must continue to play in the

future development of the subregion through the implementation of the African

Priority Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER) and the United Nations Programme

of Action for African Economic Recovery ant! Development (UN-PAAERD),

Recognizing the need to review the mandate of the Lusaka-based MULPOC In

order to avoid duplication of the activities which have been entrusted to

existing intergovernmental organizations within the subregion,

Noting the need to harmonize the meet-'ngs of the MULPOC Council of

Ministers in line with the programming exercise within the ECA which is done

biennially,

Further recognizing the urgent need to streamline the organs of the United

Nations in line with the decision of the Economic and Social Council of the

United Nations and appropriate resolutions of the General Assembly,

1. Hereby decides to establish an Intergovernmental Committee comprising five

countries namely: Angola, Comoros, Kenya, Lesotho and Zambia. Such a Committee

to be convened by the ECA/MULPOC shall have terms of reference as follows:

(i) to t-eview the activities of the Lusaka MULPOC, with a view to

determining the areas of action to achieve maximum Impact on the

economic development of the subregion;

(11) to propose ways and means of making the Lusaka MULPOC activities

^ ' cost effective and action oriented;
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(ill) to establish guidelines for the effective planning and monitoring
of the activities of the MULPOC;

(iv) to make any appropriate recommendations for ensuring that the MULPOC

becomes more responsive to the needs of the member States; and

(v) to report its findings to the next regular meeting of the Council

of Ministers of the Lusaka-based MULPOC.

2. Further decides that the policy organs meetings of the MULPOC be held

once every two years with the possibility of convening extraordinary meetings

before the scheduled ordinary sessions in case any urgent matters need to be

discussed at the requast of no less than half the member countries of the MULPOC;

3. Requests the ECA MULPOC secretariat to submit biennial progress reports

on the implementation of its work programme for the information of member States

and to organise annual meetings of High Commissioners and Ambassadors of member

States of the subregion accredited to the Republic of Zambia to review and

appraise progress in the implementation of the work programme of the Lusaka-
based MULPOC,
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Resolution 2{X) - On Monitoring and Evaluation of the Implementation of the

Lagos Plan of Action (L?A), Africa's Priority Programme for

Economic Recovery (APPER), the United Nations Programme of

Action for African Economic Recovery and Develcpment (UN-PAAERD)

The Tenth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Lusaka-based

Multinational Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC) held in Lusaka,

Zambia, from 12 - 13 March, 1987,

Recalling that the LPA, APFER and UN-PAAERD attach highest priority to the

development of food and agriculture;

Considering the genuine efforts that are being made by member States

Individually and collectively to achieve self-sufficiency in food and collective

self-reliance;

Aware of the various initiative undertaken at the continental level to

monitor and evaluate the implementation of the LPA, APPER and UN-PAAERO;

Recognizing the need to establish appropriate subregional as well as

national mechanisms for the monitoring and evaluation of the progress in the

implementation of the LPA, APPER and the UN-PAAERD;

Decides that the UNECA/LUSAKA/MULPOC be entrusted with the responsibility

for the monitoring and evaluating the implementation of LPA, APPER and UN-PAAERD

for the subregion and report to the meeting of the Council of Ministers;

Calls on member States to establish an appropriate national mechanism

In order to assist the ECA/MULPOC in the monitoring and evaluation of the LPA,

APPER and UN-PAAERD in the subregioa.
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Resolution 3(X) - Creation of an Association of Food Marketing Agencies for

Eastern and Southern Africa (AFMESAV1

The Tenth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Lusaka-based

Multinational Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC) held in Lusaka,

Zambia from 12 - 13 March, 1987,

Conscious of the recommendation cf the United Nations Conference en TCDC

held in Buenos Aires in 1978 which called for the creation of new links for TCDC;

Recalling tns recommendation of the First ECA/FAO Sponsored TCDC Meeting

on Food and Grain Marketing Organisations in Eastern and Southern Africa held

in Arusha in November, 1985 to establish an Association of Food Marketing

Agencies for Eastern and Southern Africa (AFMESA);

Further recalling the recommendation of the Second ECA/FAO Sponsored TCDC

Meeting of Food Grain Marketing Organisations in Eastern and Southern Africa

held in Harare in June, 1986 which endorsed the recommendations of the Arusha
meeting;

Noting with satisfaction the favourable response of a number of food

marketing agencies of the subregion to the establishment of AFMESA;

Recognizing the important contribution an association of this kind can

make to improve the efficiency of food marketing in the subregion;

Further recognizing the contributions which improved efficiency in food

marketing could make to ensuring food security in the Eastern and Southern

African subregion;

1. Welcomes the decision of the first and second Technical Co-operation among
Developing Countries (TCDC) meetings of marketing agencies in the subregion to
establish AFMESA;

2. Calls en food marketing agencies in the subregion that have not already
done so to join the Association;

3. Requests the Executive Secretary of the ECA and the Director-General of

FAO tc provide assistance to the newly foundad Association by mobilising

resources, and furnishing whatever other means may be deemed necessary, in its

support.
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Resolution 4(X) - Vote of thanks to the Government and People of the Republic

of Zambia

The Tenth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Lusaka-based
Multinational Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC) for Eastern and Southern

African States held in Lusaka, Zambia from 12 - 13 March, 1987,

Aware of the fact that the Zamfyien Government was hosting the Tenth MULPOC

meetings of the Policy Organs at itsjheadquarters and that the Conference

facilities provided by the Government had enabled successful deliberations to be

conducted on the socio-economic problems of the subregion;

Recognizing that the two meetings of the Policy Organs of the Lusaka-based

MULPOC have provided an opportunity tor the member States of this subregion to

deliberate not only on the implementation of the work programme of the Lusaka-based

MULPOC for the year 1986/1987 and 1988/1989 but also consider improvements in the

implementation of Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER) and

the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Develop

ment (UN-PAAERD);

Recognizing further that the Lusaka MULPOC work record over the past ten

years has been commendable and that the future orientation of the Lusaka MULPOC

should be to consolidate the gains achieved and chart new courses with a view to

enhancing subregional integration;

Noting with appreciation the in

Development Planning of the Republic

problems of this subregion and the Af

cisive and penetrating opening statement by

the Rt. Hon. Prime Minister and Minister of Finance and National Commission for

f Zambia on the economic and political

ican continent at large:

1* Expresses its profound gratitud^ to Or. Kenneth David Kaunda, President of

the Republic of Zambia, the Party, th$ Government and the People of Zambia for the

excellent facilities and preparations

warm and cordial hospitality accorded

2. Further expresses its gratitude

made for the meetings and the traditional

to all the delegates;

for the continued support the Government

grants to the Lusaka-tased MULFOC which is a manifestation of its commitment to co

operation and integration in accordance with the ideals of the Lagos Plan of Action;

3* Requests the Chairman of this Council of Ministers to transmit the present

resolution on the vote of thanks tc thje President, Government, the Party and the
People of the Republic of Zambia. :
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LUSAKA HULPOC WORK PROGRAMME 1937

1, FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

The food and agriculture programme is made un of the following sub-programmes:

1. Agricultural devleopment policy, planning and programming.

2. Promotion of integrated rural developments improvement of agricultural

institutions and services and expansion of food production.

3. Agricultural marketing institutions services and facilities.

Sub-programme 1: Agricultural Development Policy. Planning and Programming

i. Advisory services en improving the carac'ty for agricultural planning

policies in threa selected countries.

ii. Report to the Tenth Meetings of the Prlicy Organs of the MULPOC on

monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action.

iii. Advisory services on development of agricultural statistical data in one

selected country of the subregion.

Sub-programme 2: Prcmotion of integrated Hura' Development and Improvement of

Agricultural Institutions and Services

i. Report to,the Eleventh fleeting of the iol^cy Organs of the Lusaka MULPOC on

promotion of integrated rural development in two selected countries of the

subregion.

ii. Pilot surveys and identification of constraints on improvement of

agricultural development in one selected country of the subregion,

iii. Advisory services on multinational co-operation programmes for projects in

the improvement of inland and marine fisheries in selected countries of the

subregion.

iv. Advisory services on multinational co-operation orogrammes and projects

for improvement of livestock production <n two selected countries of the

subregion,

v. Establishment and backstopping of the activities of the Subregional fiaize

Research Network. /'

vi. Inland fisheries culture-c»velor,ment dnti transfer nf tPrhnnW« fnv cm*ii
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1937

Sub-Programme 3: Agricultural Marketing Institutions,. Services and Facilities

i. Advisory services on development of agricultural marketing institutions,

services and facilities.

ii. Technical publications on marketing policies and programmes far food

products in selected countries of thr subreaion.

iii* Report to the Tenth Meeting of the Plicy Organs of the Lusaka ^jLPOC

on promoticn of food security in three selected countries of,the sub-

region. '

II. INDUSTRY

The industrial development programme is macs up of the following sub-programmes:

1. Policy development, olannin^ and institution building.

2. Development of basic industries.

3L .Development ofvagro* and forest-based industries.

Sub-programme 1: Policy Development, Planning and Institution Building

i. Follow-up and assist in the implementation of the IDOA subregional

programme by member States as well as intergovernmental organisations

like PTA and SADCC (1987).

sub-programme 2: Pev3lopment of Basic Industries

i. Advisory services to member States, nn request, on consultation and

negotiations for implementation cf multinational chemical projects

(one mission in 1987). :

ii. Report to tie Council of Ministers rf the MULPOC on the progress of

implementation of ICDA chemical pm.i'xts (one in 1987).
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1987

iii. Advisory services will be providsc' to at least one member State and

one intergovernmental organization, on requests on planning raw

materials, energy, manpower, final productions, including spare parts

and markets for engineering industrial projects (one mission on

investment promotion in 1987).

iv. Reports to subregional meetings of Intergovernmental Committee of

Experts on engineering industrier and on integrating multinational core

engineering programmes in accordance with the IDDA priorities (one

report in 1987).

v. Advisory services to at least one monber States and one intergovernmental

organisation, on request, on consultation and negotiations for the

implementation of multinational retailurgical projects and on investment

promotion (one mission in 1987).

vi. Reports to the Council of Ministers of the NULPOC on the progress of

implementation of IDDA metallurgical nrojects (one in 1987).

Sub-programme 3: Devalopment of agro-and forest-based industries

i. Advisory services to at least twe nember States and intergovernmental

organisations, on requests on identification of viable food and agro-

based industries for establishment (cna mission in 1987).

III. NATURAL RESOURCES

The programme on Natural resources has the following sub-prograntnes:

1. Mineral Resources.

2. Water Resources

* 3. Resources or the Sea

Dealt with as a separate programme - Marine- Affairs.
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Sub-prograpme 1: Mineral Resources

i. Advisory services to member Stater ™; multinational institutions, on

request,"on- technical, managerial, :eoal and economic aspects of mineral

exploration and exploitation (one re:ion In 1987).

11. Substantive servicing of a meeting of the African Council of Mineral
Resources Development.

ill. Assistance to the Eastern and Souther- African Mineral Resources
Development Centre.

f: 1v. Technical publications on the availab Tity of some mineral corrmodities
responding to the industrial developn:nt needs of Africa.

*• SubstaRti^e servicing of a regional Symposium on small scale, gold
mining.

vi. Publication of the proceedings of the symposium.

Sub-programme 2: Mate." Resources

1. Advisory services to member States on request, on the assessments

surface wate» and ground water availability and on developing institutional
capabilities for the appropriate e/r.location and development of water
resources (two missions in 1987).

11. Report to tho Council of Ministers -f 'he Eastern and Southern African
MULPOC on the status cf Water Rescues Development in Eastern and

Southern African subregion (first quarter in 1987).

111. Advisory services to member States, cr request, on integrated basin
development ?.nd management (one mi.ssicn in 1987).

1v. Substantive *erv1c1nci of an interne-mental meeting of Riparian

States of the Lake Tanga-jy1ka/Kivu ba.;-In (second quarter 1987).

v. Report to the ECA Conference of HinJsUrs on the long-term strategy for
water resources in drought affect*' e.! ms.

vi. Collection of data and information ,v- national services and inter-
governmental organisations in the ..v:--.r1es of Eastern ,nri
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Energy

The sub-programme; its programme elements ?nd the related outputs planned

for 1987 are described below:

Sub-programme 1: Integration of Energy Policies into overall socio-economic

Development and Economic Grcwth Policies

i. Advisory services to member States and intergovernmental organizations

of the Eastern and Southern African subregion, on request, on the

formulation of integrated energy plicies and exploration, distribution

and use of hydro-carbons and coal resources (one mission in 1987).

ii. Technical publication of energy resources areas of Africa.

iii. Advisory services to member States, on request, on operational and

organisational aspects of hydro-power resources utilization.

iv. Award of 10 scholarships to African researchers, engineers and

technicians in the field of conventional and new and renewable energy

(five in 1987).

Science and Technology

The sub-programme, its programme element;; and the related outputs are given

below:

Sub-programme 1: Development of Policies., Machinery and Capabilities for Science

and ^'echnolocy

i. Report to thfi Tenth Meetings of the* Policy Organs of the Lusaka MULPOC

on the 1986 Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology

Development n the subregion.

ii. Advisory services to member States, on request, on implementing agreed

projects.
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Marine Affairs

The programme is a new one and has the flowing sub-prograrwies:

1. Development of Capabilities for the a.<plorat1on, exploitation and
Management of the resources of the sea.

2. Policies anc: legislation for resources of the sea.

Sub-proqramme 1: Development of Capabilities,w»npnner. Technology and Institutions

for the exploration. exn1nit,y;ion and management of the resources
of the sea

i. Advisory services to member States a-!Cl multinational groupings, on
request, on:

(a) interpretation of the Converticn on the Law of the Sea;

(b) develcpment of human as well as material capabilities for optimum
exploitation of the resources of the sea (one mission in 1987);

ii. Technical publications of the fellow.-):

(a) country reports of African tochMcal capabilities for exploration,
exploitation, development an: management of the resources of the
sea;

(b) proposals on African capabiv.iios for assessment and acquisition
of marine surveying technokn'er.

111. Advisory services to member States, or request, on evaluation of

technological infrastructural requirsnents for coastal and marine
development (one mission in 1987),

Sub-programme 2: Poljcies.and Legislation for Resources of the Sea

1. Meeting of the African Intergoverr-nertal Group on Marine Science and
Technology (fourth quarter 1987).

ii. Technical publication; African Lecal Capabilities for the development
and management of the Resources of the Sea.
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IV. TRADE AND FINANCE

The programme has the following sub-programmes:

1. Domestic Trade;

2. Intra-African Trade;

3. Financial and Monetary Policies.

Sub-programme 1: Domestic Trade

i. Advisory services to member States and intergovernmental organizations,

on request, on the establishment of effective domestic trade mechanism

for balanced development between industrial and agricultural sectors

and between urban and rural sectors of the economy (one mission in 1987)

ii. Backstopping the activities of the PTA in as far as they are related to

trade (1987).

Sub-programme 2: Intra-African Trade

i. Advisory services to member States and intergovernmental organisations

en request, on developing appropriate measures for supporting intra-

African multilateral trade negotiations on reduction and elimination of

tariff and non-tariff barriers within existing intergovernmental

groupings (two mission in 1987).

ii. Technical publication: - On trade, monetary and customs co-operation

(third quarter 1987).

iii. Assistance in the developirent and strengthening of the Nairobi-based

Subregional Trade Promotion and Training Centre.

Sub-programme 3: Financial and Monetary Policies

i. Substantive servicing of one subreaional seminar for public financial

management officials of Eastern and Southern African countries on public

financial management (fourth quarter 1987).
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V, INTEGRATION OF WOfrCN IN DEVELOPMENT

The program* is one of ECA's three subprograms for the biennium 1986-1987
and has the following elements and their identified services and outputs as
stated below:

1. Improving skills and opportunities for women.

2. Establishing and strengthening of national, subregional and regional
machineries for integration of women in development.

3. Participation of women in development.

4. Information network on woman and development in Africa,

5. Analysis of the rights and status of woman in Africa.

6. Evaluation; and

7. National programming exercises and advisory services.

Sub-programme 1: Improving Skills and Opportunities for Women

1. Subregional workshop/study tour on skills in agriculture, food processor
storage and appropriate technology, tc be organised in 1987 - ATRCW.

11. Substantive servicing of subregionel vorkshop on measures to improve
the agricultural productivity of women, to be organised in 1987 - ATRCW.

111. Substantive servicing of subregional vorkshop on Production and Marketing
Co-operatives - MUIPOC. :

iv. Internship programme for trainers in two countries - MULPOC.

Sub-proqranme 2: Establishment and strengthening of national, subregional and

regional machineries for the Integration of Wonsn in Development

1. Substantive servicing of the Fifth Meeting of the full Subregional !-
Committee on WIO in 1987 - MULPOC.

11. Substantive servicing of the Eighth iteeting of the Africa Regional

Co-ordinating Committee on Integration of Women in Development in 1987.

111. Consultancy services or seminar on establishment or strengthening of
National Machineries for WID in 1937.
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iv. Substantive servicing of the Fourth Regional Conference on Integration

of Women in Development in 1987.

v. Technical cc-operation projects for the establishment and strengthening

of national machineries for WID,

Sub-programma 3: Participation of Women's Development

i. Studies on priority needs expressed by member States - two studies

in 1987 - MULPOC.

ii. Sales publication: Women under Apartheid in 1987 - ATRCW.

Sub-programme 4: Information and Network on Women and Development

i. Production and distribution of bulletin on on-going activities on

women issues in the Eastern and Southern Africa subregion with a view

to promoting information exchange among member States in 1987 - MULPOC.

1i. Publication and distribution of literature on integration of women in

development,

iii. Production and distribution of technical publication: "ATRCW up-date"

two issues per year - ATRCW.

iv. Technical publication on women and development in Africa (three in 1987)

ATRCW.

v. Sales publication: Information kit for women in Africa (second edition

1987) - ATRCW.

Sub-programme 5: Analysis of the rights and status of women in Africa

i. Report to member States on implementation in Africa of the Convention

on the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women in 1987 -

ATRCW.

ii. Technical publication for government planners. The incidence of sexual

slavery in Africa in 1987 - ATRCW.
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Sub-programme 6: Evaluation

i. Substantive servicing and reporting tr Annual MULPOC Policy Organs
Meetings 1987 - MULPOC.

Sub-programme 7: National Programming Exercises and Advisory Services

i. Participate and provide advisory services and technical input in two

national programming exercises in two countries, upon request, by

member States - MULPOC.

ii. Follow-up activities on interventions in fourth country programme for
Angola, Comoros, Djibouti - MULPOC.

VI. TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS

The programme has the following sub-programmes:

1. General and inultimodal transport;

2. Maritime transport.

3. Land transport.

Sub-programme 1: General and Multimodal Transprrt

i. Advisory services to member States me intergovernmental organizations,

on request, in the field cf general and multimodal transport (one

mission in 1987).

ii. Report.to tho Tenth meetings of tho Council of Ministers for the

Lusaka-based MULPOC on the second phas,; on UNTACDA programme {one
mission in 1 >87).

Sub-programme 2: Maritime Transport, Inland Wator Transport and Ports

i. Advisory services to member States an^ intergovernmental organisations,

on request, in the field of naritine transport ( one mission in 1987).
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ii. Advisory services to member States and intergovernmental organizations,

on request, in the field of ports (one mission in 1987).

iii. Report to meeting of plenipotentiaries on a study for the establishment

of a regional dredging organization for Eastern and Southern African

ports (fourth quarter 1987).

iv. Substantive servicing of a meeting of plenipotentiaries to establish a

dredging organization for Eastern and Southern African Ports (fourth

quarter 1987).

v. Advisory services to member States and intergovernmental organizations,

on request, in the field of inland water transport (one mission in 1987).

Sub-programme 3j Land Transport

i. Advisory services to member States and intergovernmental organizations,

on request, in the fields of roads and railway transport (one mission

in 1987).

ii. Report to Trans-Southern African Highway Co-ordinating Committee on a

study on the general alignment and final itinerary of the Highway

(third quarter 1987).

ii1. Substantive servicing of the meeting of the TSAH-Co-ordinating Committee

meeting.

iv. Substantive servicing of the meeting of the Governing Council of TEAH

Authority (second quarter 1987).

VII. DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEM

f. Support and strengthening of the Eastern and Southern African Documentation

Documentation and Information System.

ii. Continued assistance to member States in mobilizing financial and

technical assistance for establishing and strengthening national

documentation and information systams.
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VIII. SPECIAL PROJECTS

1. Convening and servicing periodical meetings of the Southern African

Labour Commission (SALC) as and when requested by its Policy Organs

and assisting member States of the Commission in the implementation

cf its work programme.

2. Continue rendering technical assistance to Liberation Movements in the
subregion.

3. Supervise the implementation of a study on economic sanctions against

South Africa - sanctions, consequences and ways and means of assisting

affected countries.

4. Supervise the preparation of a study on Economic Development Strategy

for Post-Apartheid South Africa.
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STATEMENT BY THE RIGHT HONOURABLE KE3BY S.K. MUSOKOTWANE, MCC, MP,

PRIME MINISTER AND MINISTER OF FINANCE AND NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING, AT THE OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE TENTH MEETING

OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF THE LUSAKA-BASED UNITED NATIONS

MULTINATIONAL PROGRAMMING AND OPERATIONAL CENTRE (ECA/MULPOC) HELD

IN LUSAKA, MULUNGUSHI HALL ON FRIDAY, 13TH MARCH, 1987, AT 10.00 HOURS

Comrade Chairman,

Hon. Members of the Central Committee,

Hon. Ministers and Heads of Delegations

of the UNECA/MULPOC member States,

The UN Under-Secretary-General and Executive

Secretary of the Economic'Commission for

Africa, Prof. Adebayo Adedeji,

Hon. Ministers,

Your Excellencies,

Distinguished Guests,

Delegates and Observers,

Ladies and Gentlemen. >>...-

On behalf of His Excellency the President of the Republic of Zambia,

Dr. Kenneth D. Kaunda, the People of Zambia, our Party, the United National

Independence Party (UNIP) and its Government, and indeed on my own behalf, allow

me dear colleagues to take this opportunity to formally welcome you to Lusaka.

We, in Zambia, regard all of you to be among comrades, brothers and sisters.

Hence, it is with great happiness that we welcome your presence to this Tenth

Meeting of the Council of Ministers of our MULPOC.

As you may be a^are, the Zambian Government was approached with the request

to host this meeting and the preparatory Committee of Officials meeting barely

two months ago. We have during this period tried all that is within our competence

and limited resources tc make your stay with us comfortable, enjoyable and

fruitful. However, I do be$ your indulgence for any shortcomings that you may

encounter in our arrangements for this meeting.
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Comrade Chairman,

You arc meeting barely six months after our subregion and the larger

community of peace loving people lost one of our greatest fighters for freedom,

democracy and peace. On 19th October, 19869 the cold hand of death took away '
from us His Excellency Marshall Samora Moises Machel, President of the People's

Republic of Mozambique. President Machel died on a mission of peace. He died for

the cause of freedom, human dignity and justice in our region. He died while

defending the sovereignty of Mozambique and other Southern African States. His
departure has indeed created a void in our ranks that shall never be filled as we

continue to prosecute the struggle against oppression, exploitation and racial
segregation.

I invite you all to rise and observe a moment of silence in memory of the

late President Machel, a leader we loved and respected. In this moment of

silence, we also pay homage to several other officials who perished along with

President Machel on that fateful day. May their souls rest in peace (observance).
Thank you.

Comrade Chairman,

I wish at this stage to express, on behalf of this meeting, our best

wishes and to pledge our full support for His Excellency Joachim Alberto Chissano
and the People of Mozambique. I am certain that, fortified by our unflinching

support and the supreme ideals of liberty the late President Machel cherished

most highly, President Chissano and the people of Mozambique wilt rise above this

painful loss and continue with the gallant struggle for political, social and

economic liberation of the entire subregion. In all this, victory is certainly
assured.

Comrade Chairman,

The Tenth Council of Ministers of MULPOC comes at a time when the apartheid

regime of South Africa has intensified its campaign to destabilise the entire

subregion. For, South Africa which is already at war with its own people, is at

the same time waging an undeclared war against its neighbouring independent

African States, which have the geographical misfortune to share its borders. This

war is part of South Africa's "Total war Strategy" which involves the mobilization

of all its political, economic and military forces. South Africafs regional

objective is to create and maintain a dependency that will be economically lucrative
and Political lv suhmi<:<:ivo an^ii/rh +.-, *-+ ,„ - u..i i- .- -^ .. . ...
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South Africa, armed with the arrogance and self-confidence of a regional

power, has already caused great havoc in neighbouring States such as Angola,

Botswana, Lesotho, Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe, Its destabilisation tactics

have Included direct military raids, propaganda by radio and postman, economic

blockades and sabotage of transportation routes by its arrogant or proxy forces

such as UNITA in Angola, W*R in Mozambique, Mushala gang in Zambia and dissidents

in Zimbabwe,

Apartheid South Africa's diabolic activities make it imperative that, in

order to succeed, the Lusaka-based MULPOC and other sub-regional institutions

should not only be vigilant in their efforts but also consolidate their unity

of purpose at all costs.

At this point, it is important to recall that the mission to South Africa

of the Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group (EPG) on the process of ending apartheid

has established:

(a) That there was still an overwhelming desire in South Africa for a non

violent negotiated settlement, provided the Government, as wielders

of policy and military power introduced a conducive climate in which

negotiations involving all sections of political opinion could take

place on a basis of equality without let, hinderance or fear of

harrassment;

(b) That despite appearance and statements to the contrary, the apartheid

regime of South Africa is not yet ready to foster a process of

negotiation across lines of colour, politics and religion for a non-

racial and representative national government - except on its own terms

which fall far short of the reasonable demands of the majority black

population;

(c) That apartheid South Africa poses a wider threat well beyond its

borders deep into the Frontline States through its total strategy of

economic, political and security hegemony. The cost of destabiiisatipn

campaigns and economic disruption in terms of human Life and damage to

infrastructures runs into billions of dollars; and w ['

(d) That sanctions and peace for South Africa have now become one and the

same.
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In specific terms, South Africa has refused to negotiate a peaceful change,
domestically and internationally, except on its own terms which are both

unacceptable and objectionable. On the other hand, in its attempts of a diplomatic
nature, South Africa has lamentably failed to keep its part of the bargain on

many an occasion. The Lusaka Accord with Angola and the Nkomati Accord with

Mozambique are typical examples of South Africa's unreliability and dishonesty
in which it has violated both accords at will several times over.

Comrade Chairman,

It is against this background that MULPOC is meeting today. The whole of

Southern Africa is in a state of tension and stagnant socio-economic development
as a result of the unresolved political crisis in South Africa. The solution is

to terminate root and branch the evil system of apartheid. The collective will
of the progressive members of the international community to apply comprehensive
sanctions against South Africa is a peaceful step in the right direction. It is

among the limited means left for the international community to pressurise the

apartheid regime to make a real commitment to abandon the oppressive, exploitative
and violent system of apartheid.

Therefore, the real task remains with us in the Eastern and Southern
African subregion to stake our contributions to the laudable sanctions crusade.
Decisive action is thus required from us all to evolve joint measures towards the
sanctions crusade and to pre-empty any efforts by the apartheid regime to stifle
collective action on our part.

Comrade Chairman,

Our MULPOC cane into being in November, 1977 through Resolution 311 (XIII)
of the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission for Africa held in

Kinshasa in March, 1977. The creation of our MULPOC did not mark the beginning
of economic and social co-operation and integration in our subregion. Other
multilateral and bilateral co-operation and integration agreements existed before
the birth of our MULPOC, Nevertheless, the creation of the MULPOC was a
recognition by us all of the need to promote more accelerated co-operation and

integration among ourselves as a first step towards the establishment of a Sub-
region Common Market or Customs Union which would ultimately:
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(b) Introduce complementarities in cur production structures;

(c) Expand and intensify trade exchanges among us; and

(d) Co-ordinate and harmonize our investment programmes.

It is against this background that barely five months after the birth of

our MULPOC, the Extraordinary meeting of our Ministers of Trade, Finance and

Planning held in March, 1978, here in Mulungushi Hall, issued a Declaration of

Intent and Commitment for the establishment of a Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA). The rest is now history, for today

we have in our midst the PTA, headquartered here in Lusaka, which was identified,

formulated, promoted and implemented by our MULPOC. Our MULPOC even served as

the Interim secretariat for the PTA.

Comrade Chairman,

The creation of the PTA was not a mere contribution to Africa's increasing

number of co-operation and integration schemes, the PTA, our MULPOC!s biggest

project for a long time to come, was established against a background of growing

problems in international economic relations.

Firstly, there was the, problem of the general collapse of discipline in the

international trading system. It was this general Collapse of discipline which

unleashed a wave of trade barriers in the largest markets of the world economy.

The friction that we see today between the United States of America and other

major capitalist countries is the ultimate reflection of the monolithic reigning

chaos in the international trading system.

Third world countries grappling with fracjfle economies, could not reverse

this state of affairs. The failure ofrthe GATT 77 Ministerial Meeting in 1982

reflected the unwillingness of the,major trading nations to bring back discipline

into world trade. Our powerlessness to influence events in international trade

did not mean we had nothing else to offer among ourselves. Trade amongst ourselves

was one option we could pursue. ' Having been disappointed by the abortive attempts

to create a New International Economic Order, a fresh start on South-South Co

operation was inevitable.
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I''arowthT I'' "* thS deVel°^nt CriSiS> name1y« *• M* W"rowh ,n our countries which proceeded side by side with declining real p

o t t7 6XP0rt ea-nin" and ' 9"W1'n5 d6bt bUrden' ThUS' We "eeded i-c^output for our growlng popUiations as mUch as we naeded increased foreign
resources for our rising indebtedness. In order to incase output, we had to

^V"" Pattel"nS t0WardS SSCtOrS Where "•«•*«" yieli werehf^V"" Pattel"nS t0WardS SSCtOrS Where "•«•*«" yieli were
shfe ded fr» negative economic and trade policies abroad. Our preferential
trading arrangement provided the necessary shield. With regard to the debt issue

chlT ^T' t0 6ffeCt> thr°USh 3 -1"1'*'™1 «»""*• - cle n9 'M.I.. ccn.plen.ntary as it was, to effect eConOmy in the use of our foreign

zz::y obui^c-^ <™——... j^

Third1y, there was the problem of our ill-fated position in the international
o^ as producers of raw-naterials that we can not Put to final use. h7

L^inT :-ha?over the years> been facing a ^^
l ln;emati°na1 my- Consequently, many of our raw Aerials, araono
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inter alia,, undertake an indepth analysis of the United Nations Programme of

>.ction for African Economic Recovery and Development for the period 1986 to 1990,

which was endorsed by African Governments and to which the international community

has committed its support to complement African efforts.

In this regard, I am quite aware of, and deeply appreciate the efforts that

you, Professor Adebayo Adedeji, and your colleagues of the Economic Commission for

Africa have put into this Programme of Action. We congratulate you for a job

well done and look forward to the results of the international conference of

experts and other subsequent meetings in the future.

As the economic battle has many fronts, I must submit that we, as individuals

who influence economic policies of our sub-regions, will need to step up our

crusade for international economic justice and morality at every forum we attend.

Only two weeks age, I was privileged to open in this same hall, a senior policy

seminar on "Structural Adjustment and the Sustainability of Reform in the Sub-

Saharan Africa", organised by the IMF and the World Bank, under the auspices of

the Lusaka-based MULPOC. In my opening remarks to that seminar, I was obligated

to refer to the apparent insensitivity of most of the industrialised countries to

the plight of developing countries in the latter's efforts to fulfil their

restructuring and adjustment programmes.

I asserted that structural adjustment financing would certainly be much more

effective in the absence of cross-conditionality. I saw in the existence of this

cross-conditionality a tendency to hamper essential resource flows to the recipient

countries through an intricate mesh of these pre-conditions. I further stated that,

and I quote:

11 Jt 1S significant that we have undertaken these adjustment programmes

against the back ground of a wery hostile world economic environment plagued

by protectionism, fluctuating commodity prices, high interest rates, volatile

exchange rates, and contractionary economic policies presently prevailing in

the industrial north, are hardly supportive of the adjustment process. In

this regard, the IMF and the World Bank should also monitor the economic

policies of industrial countries more closely and mediate by encouraging and

enabling the flow of financial and other resources in adequate amounts rather

than concentrating on the policy measures of the developing countries alone".
> _ r<
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Comrade Chairman,

This Special occasion should enable us to take stock of and reflect on our

organisation's achievements and failures. The creation of our HULPOC and the

resultant establishment of the PTA, its brain-child, created real possibilities of

fostering closer Economic Union amongst ourselves and thereby improving the state

of our economies. The subregion now has the PTA Clearing House Facility in Harare

and the PTA Trade and Development Bank in Bujumbura to proudly show for it.

Indeed, as we enter the second decade of our HULPOC, we should look back to

the past ten years with satisfaction because, by creating the PTA, cur MULPOC

scored a significant victory through the skillful use of our political, economic
and intellectual powers to achieve a collective aim.

However, there is also need for us to look Tto the future of MULPOC vis-a-vis

the functions of PTA and SADCC. In this respect, I am quickly reminded that since

its inception in 1977, essentially as a catalyst and.^al-setter, the Lusaka-based
MULPOC has done well in assisting to generate and dement the process of economic

integration in the subregion. This in itself speaks volumes in favour of MULPOC's
past performance.

I would like at this stage to register the continued support of the Zambian

Government to the MULPOC and its work programme. My Government sees the MULPOC

as a viable institution. For this reason, the Zambian Government stands ready to

continue rendering to the MULPOC necessary financial and institutional support
within cur prevailing means.

In this regard, I wish to state that the Zambian Government shall do every

thing in its power to see that the Eastern and Southern Africa Documentation and
Information System (ESADIS) and the Eastern and Southern African Maize Research

Centre become operational as soon as possible. In the case of ESADIS, as you are
aware, the host country Agreement has been signed. It now remains for the MULPOC

secretariat to proceed with the implementation nf its work programme.
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Let me reiterate that our MULPOC has reached a stage In Its existence where

it should critically examine its present and future relationships with other sub-

regional co-operation and integration organisations, notably the PTA and SADCC.

Me live in a continent where every sphere of our life is a development priority.

Although almost all our development programmes are priorities, we do not have the

matching resources to implement them. The need, therefore, arises to effect

economy In the use of our very limited resources.

Consequently, our MULPOC needs to harmonise its operational framework with

other regional institutions such as SADCC and the PTA. In a reciprocal manner,

these institutions also need to positively re-orient themselves to the work

programme of our MULPOC. In so doing, our various regional co-operation and

integration Institutions will have a lot to learn from each other because they

have a lot of potential for evolving co-operative programmes amongst themselves.

After all, some of our basic reasons for establishing our MULPOC were to remove

the Isolation of cur economies and co-ordinate our development policies and

programmes. The numerous inter-governmental organisations we create in the absence

of a single model for co-operation and integration, should hot be expected to

operate in isolation from each other. For, by allowing such a situation, we

shall merely promote duplication (and waste of resources), and in the process fail

to strengthen the operational effectiveness of cur various organisations. Our

MULPOC should also be flexible enough to unreservedly co-operate with other inter

governmental institutions. In doing so, it stands to mobilise greater support

from our broad membership and the international community.

I am gratified to note that the issue of harmonising the FTA/SADOC/MULPOC

Work Programmes and their operations has be&n on your agenda for sometime now.

At this stage, I can only urge you to come up with a clear policy position as soon

as possible. As I have already indicated, there is no single approach to co

operation and Integration. In view of this situation, it is essential that our

Inter-governmental Institutions should complement each other's activities as we

strive to achieve economic independence through collective self-reliance.
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Comrade Chairman,

. The results of co-operation and integration are not immediate. This truth

is borne out by the fact that almost all our subregional institutions tend to face

serious operational problems which have made some people to question our wisdom

in having decided to embark on subregional co-operation and integration. However,

inspite of these initial setbacks, which have been compounded by our balance of

payments crises, we should show real commitmant to our schemes by effectively

supporting their operations. Through strengthened co-operation and integration

complemented bythe creation of necessary development conditions in our respective

countries. We are assured of unprecedented welfare and well-being for our peoples

and member States.

Comrade Chairman*:

I would like to conclude by wishing you and all participants success in

your deliberations. It is now my distinct honour and privilege to declare the

Tenth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Lusaka-based MULPOC officially

open.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT BY PROFESSOR ADEBAYO ADEDEJI, UNITED NATIONS

UNDER-SECRETARY GENERAL AND EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA; AT THE OPENING OF THE

TENTH MEETING OF THE LUSAKA-BASED MULPOC COUNCIL OF

MINISTERS 12 - 13. MARCH, 1987 LUSAKA, ZAMBIA

The Right Honourable Prime Minister

Mr. Chairman

Honourable Ministers

Ladies and Gentlemen

First of all, I would like to welcome you all most warmly to the Tenth Meeting

of the Council of Ministers of the Lusaka-based MULPOC which is being held this

year at its home, Lusaka, the capital city of the Republic of Zambia. As it happens,

this meeting is taking place when the Lusaka-based MULPOC celebrates its first

decade of existence.

Before going any further, Mr. Chairman, please allow me, to express through

the Right Honourable Prime Minister, our very deep gratitude to H.E. President

Kenneth Kaunda, the United National Independence Party (UNIP), the Government and

People of the Republic of Zambia, for having hosted the Lusaka-based MULPOC since

its inception, for inviting us to hold this meeting here, and for making such

excellent arrangements for this meeting. Zambia's consent to host the Tenth meeting

of the1 8ULPOC clearly reflects its continuing and deep commitment to the promotion

of economic co-operation and integration in the subregion, in particular, and the

African continent in general. Lusaka, the capital of Zambia, has indeed become the

hub and legendary centre of activity aimed at promoting greater self-reliance and

genuine independence in the countries of the Eastern and Southern African Subregion.

Allow me also, distinguished delegates, to express thanks and appreciation to

your respective governments and institutions for having made it possible for you to

attend this meeting, even in the face of severe economic and financial difficulties

currently being experienced in practically every country in the continent. Your

attendance at this meeting demonstrates in no uncertain terms the importance

accorded to economic co-operation and integration by your governments and people

in the socio-economic emancipation of our continent.
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Mr. Chairman

Honourable Ministers

Ladies and Gentlemen

It is almost a decade since the Lusaka-based MULPOC and the other four

«JLPOCS were created. Permit me, therefore, to reflect rather briefly on the

circumstances leading to their creation as this will better enable us to make

a fair and objective assessment of the performance of the MULPOCs. Right from -■■•■

the inception of the united Nations Economic Cession for Africa (UNBCA) subregional
co-operation and integration have been one of the major objectives of the

Commission, it was realised, quite early, that co-operation and integration would

be facilitated if the activities of the Commission were decentralized to the ■

subregions. As a result, the early 1970s saw the establishment of the United

Nations Multinational Interdisciplinary Development advisory Teams (UNDATS) in

each of the five subregions, namely. Eastern and Southern, North, Western,

Central and the Region of the Great Lakes.

By 1977 the structure and modalities of operations of UNDATs were seen to be

inadequate for achieving this objective and, in accordance with resolution 311(XIII)

of the ECA conference of Ministers, Multinational Programming and Operational

Centres (MJLPOCs) were created. The MULPOC at Lusaka was established in November,

X977, and serves the geographical area of the Eastern and Southern Africa comprising

18 independent sovereign meolber states. The objectives of the MULPOC are directed

towards promoting among its member States meaningful co-operation and integration,

as a prelude to the establishment of a subregional common market or customs union
that will lead to regional economic integration.

Since the late 1970s the Lusaka-based MULPOC has operated as an operation!

arm of the ECA, the focal point for the activities of all the specialised agencies

and intergovernmental organisations in the subregion, and the intellectual and

catalytic agent and vehicle for promoting subregional co-oper^ion and integration.

To-date, in implementing its work programmes as established by its legislative
s- ^ mulpoc assisted fa th

as other

specialized agencies of the United Nations system, has provided various forms of

assistance to member States of the subreni™ in «,<, e<~i*. ^ ___,. ..
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resources, energy utilization (new and renewable), mineral resources development,

human resources development, and development of documentation and information

systems. It has carried out feasibility studies and has identified and developed

programmes to foster subregional co-operation in various sectors. Its most signi

ficant achievement has been its contribution to the creation of the Preferential

Trade Area for the Eastern and Southern African subregion in December 1382.

It also helped establish the Southern Africa Labour Commission (SALC) whose

main objectives are to reduce to a bare minimum the flow of migrant labour to

the Republic of Sosth Africa,, to develop national projects to absorb returnees,

and to protect the welfare and interests of migrant labour while working in the

Republic of South Africa. Other intergovernmental institutions in whose operations

the MULPOC has been active include the Trade Promotion and Training Centre for

Eastern and Southern Africa based in Nairobi, Kenya, and the Eastern and Southern

Africa Management Institute (SSAMI). Quite recently final arrangements culminating

in the signing of the hosting Agreement were concluded for the establishment

of the Eastern and Southern Africa Documentation and Information System (ESADIS)

whose headquarters are in Lusaka, Zambia. A key role has been identified for the

MULPOC in getting ESADIS to establish itself among the growing number of inter

governmental organizations and institutions that have chosen Lusaka as their home.

Mr. Chairman

Honourable Ministers

Ladies and Gentlemen

The current economic crisis in Africa did not begin in the 1980s nor with the

terrible and devastating drought of which we are all aware. The problem goes

back many years, in fact, many countriwo in Africa were experiencing negative per

capita growth rates throughout the 1970s, with a steadily declining per capita

level of food production. These underlying trends were masked by a number of

offsetting factors.

First, the external debt. Africa began the 1970s with a relatively negligible

debt problem but, in the 1970s, external debt grew in sub-Saharan Africa by an

average of 21 per cent per annum. Africa now has a debt of about 175 billion dollars
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ttC P3infUl Problem ^at ««9« ** that the debt relative to Africa's gross
national product, relative to its exports, relative to its capacity to pay, is

as severe if not more severe than the other developing regions.

Second, the rise in commodity prices, especially during part of the 70.,-nhfcSh

offset some of the effects of the tremendous oil price shock.

Third, dramatic increases in public employment also served to cover up the

emerging crisis. It was the public sector that absorbed the ambitions and hopes

of the newly educated when there were so few opportunities elsewhere in the economy.

That, unfortunately added to the problem, because as a government expands its

functions, its employees and its involvement in the economy, it diminishes the

alternative elsewhere, and indeed, diminishes the desire of people to look elsewhere,

A fourth factor was rising food imports, much of it through concessional aid.

Many African countries had been steadily increasing imports of food and further

masked the significance of this by subsiding the prices of food items. That not

only covered up the problem, but the situation was aggravated by decreases in prices

paid to farmers; consequently, incentives for increasing agricultural production
were reduced.

Finally, there was the masking effect of foreign aid. Foreign aid rose fairly

substantially during the 1970s. Between 197O and 1980 such assistance to African

countries rose seven times; per capita assistance more than doubled.

All these factors helped mask a crisis which nad been brewing for a very long

time. But, in the 1980s, there was a terrible collapse of all the crops on which

African countries had relied. Commodity prices tumbled and they have not recovered

since. External aid levels per capita dropped. And we experienced the terrible .

drought of 1983-1985 which not only took the lives of many thousands of people, but

set back production, growth and investment in countries affected.

Mr. Chairman

Honourable Ministers

Ladies and Gentlemen

1986 has been a fateful year for Africa. African Governments have been

preoccupied with far-reaching adjustments and policy reforms necessary for laying

the foundations of economic recovery, in spite of their differences in economic
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and accelerated development.

In this connection, you would recall that the 21st session of the Assembly .

of Heads of State and Government of the Organisation of African Unity adopted the

African Priority Programme for Economic Recovery 1986-1990 (APPER) in July 1985.

Among other things, APPER provides:

(i) measures for an accelerated implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action

and the Final Act of Lagos;

(ii) special action for improvement of the food situation and the rehabilitation

of agricultural development in Africa;

(iii) measures for alleviating Africa's external debt burden;

(iv) measures for a common platform for action at subregional, regiona.1

and international levels; and

(v) measures for action against the effects of the destabilization policy

of South Africa on the economies of Southern African States.

In line with these recommendations, many governments have introduced or committed

themselves to introducing such measures and adopted necessary structural adjustments

which would make them less vulnerable to future emergencies as well as assist in

promoting self-sustained economic growth and development. In short, 1986 constituted

the first year for the implementation of APPER, a year that saw the African people,

finding themselves at the economic crasrs-roads take steps with honour and integrity

to will an economic future of recovery and growth for themselves.

Also, 1986 witnessed increased international solidarity with Africa, with the

successful convening of the 13th Special Session of the United Nations General

Assembly which adopted the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic

Recovery and Development 1986 - 199O (UNPAAERD). *
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It was the first time that a special session of the United Nations was convened to

consider the economic problems of a continent. The Programme identifies five areas

of concern: agriculture; drought and desertification; human resources development,

planning and utilization; policy reforms; and other sectors in support of agriculture

i.e. industry, transport and communications, trade and finance.

Within the framework of the Programme, African countries committed themselves

not only to continue the restructuring process of their economies, but also to

mobilize their own resources for the implementation of the United Nations Programme

of Action. In turn, the international community, particularly bilateral and

multilateral donors, pledged its full support in complementing Africa's efforts.

Mr. Chairman

Honourable Ministers

Distinguished participants

The overall economic performance of member States of this subregion in 1986 was

not that much different from that of the rest of the continent. On the average, GDP

grew by 3.68 per cent. Botswana, Kenya, Mauritius and Ethiopia recorded an overall

growth rate of 5 per cent and above in-1986. At the otter'end of. thtf^Bfllrutfr Angola

Djibouti and Mozambique experienced negative growth rates, The rest of the countries

in the subregion experienced low positive growth rates ranging from-O,2per cent to

4.9 per cent.

all know,, the food and agriculture sector is the number one priority

sector in Africa. Fortunately, 1986 saw the sector grow by 3.37 per cent in the

subregion as a whole. A few countries e.g. Zimbabwe, Malawi, Kenya, seem to be

approaching food sufficiency although food deficits persist in most of the other

countries. Some countries, i.e. Angola, Ethiopia, Mozambique and Somalia still have

pockets of drought and will continue to rely in 1987 on increased food aid in order

to meet their food deficits.
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The other main production sectors - mining and manufacturing - exhibited

distinctly differing trends in 1986: whereas the raining sector showed signs

of depression resulting from reduced demand, the' mcinufacturing sector showed signs

of market recovery.

Mr. Chairman

Honourable Ministers

Ladies and Gentlemen

Your meeting today vill give you an opportunity to examine, evaluate and make

suitable proposals on strengthening co-operation with relevant UN Agencies as well

as other intergovernmental organisations, with a view to effectively pursuing the

implementation of the Afiican Priority Programme and the United Nations Programme

of Action.

Your Committee of Officials have examined and submitted to you recommendations

on^fche MULPOC Work Programme for 1987 as well as its biennium work programme for

1988-1969. The two sets of programmes have assigned priority to projects in the

food and agriculture sector, industry, transport ard communications, trade and

finance, manpower development and deployment, documentation and information systems

as well as women in development, all of which directly or indirectly support the

development of food and agriculture. The importance of this meeting at this critical

period can hardly be overemphasized anymore. There are only two days assigned for

completing the work before us but I am certain that you will not be daunted by the

length of the agenda nor by the challenging issues involved.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, 1 would like to point out that while successful models

of regional integration efforts have usually been associated with free trade areas,

customs unions and common markets, in redesigning our strategies for economic and

technical co-operation, w<> must consciously develop and reinforce the following

approaches: co-operation between countries on a functional basis such as joint

development and common payments arrangements; the establishment and use of training

and research institutions and joint commercial projects and production planning,

£th a view to changing th« structure and boosting of intra-African Trade. In

particular, in view of the abundance of raw materials and agriculture potentials

in the countries in this pubregion, I see a promising future for multinational

industrial corporations and transportation and communications enterprises. We have
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But, in the light of the socio-economic crisis out of which our continent is trying

to emerge, there is still much to be done by our MCJLPOCs as well as other

subregional and regional organisations. Let us prove equal to the challenge. Let

the quality of our response to this challenge constitute our fitting memorial to

those who strove and sweated to create the MDLPOCs.

I wish this Tenth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Lusaka-based

MULPOC every success in its deliberations.

I thank you for your attention.
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ANGOLA

H.E. Mr. Andre Miranda

Ambassador

Angolan Embassy
P.O. Box 31595

LUSAKA.

Mr. Paulino Morais

Third Secretary

Angolan Embassy
P.O. Box 31595

LUSAKA.

KENYA

Hon. P.L. Odupoy

Assistant Minister

Ministry of Planning end National Development

P.O. Sox 30005

NAIROBI.

H.E. Mr. J.B. Tunwa

High Commissioner

Kenya High Commission

P.O. Sox 50298

LUSAKA.

Mr. J.J. Isige

Senior Under Secretary

Ministry of Planning and National Development
P.O. 3ox 30005

NAIROBI.

Mr. P.M. Wakori

Senior Superintending Engineer (Planning)

Ministry of Transport and Communications
P.O. Box 52692

NAIROBI.

Mr. G.K. Njage

Senior External Trade Officer

Ministry of Commerce and Industry
P.O. Box 43137

NAIROBI.
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KENYA (Cont'd)

Mr. J. Kesa

Senior Planning Officer
Ministry of Agriculture
P.O. Box 30028
NAIROBI.

Mr, Richard Okwaro
Counsellor
Kenya High Commission
P.O. Box 50298
LUSAKA.

LESOTHO

Hon. Dr. Malefetsane Sefali
Minister of Planning

Ministry of Planning, Economic & Manpower.Development
r.U, oOX 630

MASERU.

Mr. M.P, Sejanamane
Director of Planning

Ministry of Planning, Economic & Manpower Development
r.'J, LiOX 530

MASERU.

Mr. M, Matsuraunyane
Director of Lerotholi Polytechnic
P.O. 3ox 16

MASERU.

Mrs. M.L. Letele
Commissioner of Trade
Ministry of Trade and Industry
P.O. Sox 747
MASERU,

Ms. Letlatsa Nalana

Commissioner of Women's Affairs
Youth and Women Affairs
P.O. Box 527

MASERU.

Mr. Joseph Mokotjo
Planning Officer
P.O. Box 7416

MASERU.
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MALAWI

H.E. Mr. Walter Manong'a

High Commissioner

Malawi High Commission

P.O. Box RW. 50425

LUSAKA.

Mr, Hcpitrie Hanjahanja

Malawi High Commission

P.O. Box RW, 50425

LUSAKA,

MOZAMBIQUE

Mr. Monforte M. Mitau

Mozambique Embassy

P.O. Box 34877

LUSAKA.

SOMALIA

Hon. Dr. Mohamud Said Mohamed

Minister of Commerce

Ministry of Commerce

P.O. Box 926

MOGADISHU.

Mr. Osman Aweys Nur

Permanent Secretary

Ministry of Commerce

P.O. Box 1409

MOGADISHU.

H%E, Dr. Farah Dahir Affey

Ambassador

Somali Embassy

P.O. Box 34051

LUSAKA.

Dr. Hassan Hajt Said

Director

Ministry cf Livestock

P.O. Box 926

MOGADISHU.

Mr. M.A. Hersi

Director of Foreign Relations Department

Central Bank of Somalia

P.O. Sox 11

MOGADISHU.
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SOMALIA (Cont'd)

Mr. A.A. Omar

First Secretary
Somali Embassy
P.O. Box 34051
LUSAKA.

TANZANIA

Hon. S. Ali Anrina
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Finance
P.O. 3ox 9111

DAR-ES-SALAAM.

H.E. Mr. Saleh 5. Tambwe
High Commissioner
Tanzania High Commission
P.O. Box 31219
LUSAKA.

Mr. G.R. Mbunda

Assistant Secretary
P.O. Box 3120

DAR-ES-SALAAM.

Mr. All M. Vuai
Di rector

International Co-operation
President's Office
DAR-ES-SALAAM.

Mr, a. Kazora/Theobald
First Secretary
Tanzania High Commission
P.O. Box 31219
LUSAKA.

UGANDA

Hon. Prof. Ponciano Mulema
Minister

Ministry of Regional Co-ooeration
P.O. Hox 4411

KAMPALA.

Mr, Frederick Muwonge
Principal Economist
Ministry of Regional Co-operation
P.O. Box 4411

KAMPALA.
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UGANDA (Cont'd)

Mr. G.W. Lutaya-Kan^ya

Chief Government Development Economist

Ministry of Planning and Economic Development

P.O. Box 7086

KAMPALA.

ZAMBIA

Hon. Gen. G.K. Chinkuli

Minister

Ministry of Agriculture and Water Development

P.O. 3ox 50197

LUSAKA.

Hon. Lavu Mulimba

Minister of State

National Commission for Development Planning
P.O. Box 50268

LUSAKA.

Dr. Siteke G. Mwale

Principal Adviser on Regional Co-operation

to the Government

Office of the Prime Minister
P.O. 3ox 30200

LUSAKA.

Mr. P.K. Chiwenda

Permanent Secretary ■■;■■,'

Ministry of Finance & National Commission for Development Planning
P.O. Box 50268

LUSAKA.

Dr. K. Muleya

Deputy Permanent Secretary

Cabinet Office

P.O. do* 30208

LUSAKA.

Ms. S.M, Chibanda

Senior Economist :■'■■>--■

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

P.O. Box 50069

LUSAKA,

Mrs. Musonda Kunkuta

Senior Economist

Ministry of Mines

LUSAKA.
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ZAMDIA (Cont'd)

Mr. Isaac Nkhungulu
Chief Horticultural Officer
P.O. 5ox 50291
LUSAKA.

Mr. Michael Chiro Soko
Senior Agricultural Economist
Ministry of Agriculture and Water Development
P.O. Sox 50197
LUSAKA.

Mr. J.B. Chirwa

Economist

Ministry of Commerce and Industry
LUSAKA. y

Mr. P.J. Kalinda

Assistant Secretary

^ of Power> TransPort and Communications

ZIMRA3WE

Hon. Morton Malianga
Deputy Minister

Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development
Private 3ag 7705, Causeway
HARARE. y

Ms. T.R. Bare

Permanent Secretary

Ministry of Community Development and Women's Affairs
Private Bag 7735, Causeway
HARARE.

Mrs. E. Kona

Assistant Secretary
Ministry of Trade and Commerce
Private 3ag 7703, Causeway
HAPJ\RE.

Mr. A. Rukovo

Senior Agricultural Economist

Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Rural Resettlement
Private 3ag 77D1, Causeway
HARARE. y

Mr. J.S. Zvemhara
Economist

Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development
Private 3ag 7705, Causeway
HARARE. J
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ZIMBABWE (Cont'd)

Mr. Victor Murambiwa

Trade Commissioner

Zimbabwe High Commission
P.O. Box 33491

LUSAKA.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

PAN AFRICANIST CONGRESS OF AZANIA (PAC)

Mr. Ahmed Bongcura

Project Co-ordinator
P.O. Oox 2412

DAR-ES-SALAAM.

AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS (ANC SOUTH AFRICA)

Mr. Dennis Maxwell

Economic Adviser

P.O. Box 31791

LUSAKA,

Mr. S. Molifi

Deputy Head

Department of International Affairs
P.O. Box 31791

LUSAKA.

PREFERENTIAL TRADE AREA (PTA)

Mr. F.M. Waiusiku

Officer-in-Charge

P.O. Box 30051
LUSAKA.

Mr. J.E.O. Hwencha

Senior Industrial Expert
P.O. Box 30051

LUSAKA.

Mr. Cetru T. Admassie

Senior Communications Expert
P.O. Box 30051

LUSAKA.

Mr. Muridi All Sal ah

Industrial Expert

P.O. Box 30051

LUSAKA.
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INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF INSECT PHYSIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY (ICIPE)

Or. Zerubabel M. Nyiira
Head, Outreach and Training Unit
P.O. Box 30772

NAIROBI.

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION (ILO)

Mr. James Othieno
Di rector

P.O. Box 32131
LUSAKA.

Ms. J. Amri

Programme Officer
P.O. Box 32131

LUSAKA.

ILO/SOUTHERN AFRICAN TEAM FOR EMPLOYMENT PROMOTION (ILO/SATEP)

Mr. Guy C.Z. Mhone
ILO Expert

P.O. Rox 32181

LUSAKA.

AFRICAN INSTITUTE FOR HIGHER TECHNICAL TRAINING AND RESEARCH (AIHTTR)

Prof. Dr. M.F. Saad ■ -
Director General
P.O. Box 53763
NAIROBI,

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS (UNDP)

Mr. Ousan Dragic

Resident Representative
P.O. P,ox 31966

LUSAKA.

Mrs, Mantee Watts

Programme Assistant
P.O. Box 31966
LUSAKA.

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO)

Mr. Haile-Michael Misginna
Representative
P.O. Box 50591
LUSAKA.

UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND (UNICEF)

Mr. Aston R. Manyindo
Pronramme Offi
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WORLD BANK (IBRD)

Mr. Curt Carivemark

Senior Operations Advisor

1818 H. Street N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS (FAO)

Mr. S.A.T. Wadda

Representative
P.O. Box 30563

LUSAKA.

Dr. Kolli N. Rao

Project Manager

P.O. Box 30563

LUSAKA.

Mr. Frederick Lusonzi Musi si

Chief Technical Adviser
UNDP/FAO Project

P.O. Box 30563

LUSAKA.

Mr. Nial A.C. Watson

Senior Programme Officer
P.O. Box 30563

LUSAKA.

Dr. V. Gopal Krishnan

Chief Technical Adviser
P.O. Box 30563

LUSAKA.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE (UNCTAD/GATT/ITC)

Dr. Owilla Ouma 01wa

Market Research Adviser
c/o UN DP

P.O. Box 31966
LUSAKA.

UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES (UNHCR)

Ms. Adama Wurie

Social Services Officer
P.O. Box 32542

LUSAKA.
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IMBIW GOVERNMENT SECRETARIAT

Mr. A. Muchanga

Acting Senior Economist

National Commission for Development Planninq
P.O. Box 50268 y
LUSAKA.

Mr. H.C. Katilungu

Economist

National Commission for Development Planninq
P.O. Sox 50268 J
LUSAKA.

Mr. I. Imakando
Economist

National Commission for Development Planninq
P.O. Box 50268
LUSAKA,

Ms. P. Musonda
Economist

National Commission for Development Planning
P.O. Sox 50268 y
LUSAKA.

Ms. L. Kabezya

Development Planner

National Commission for Development Planninq
P.O. Box 50268
LUSAKA.

Mr. I. Chileshe

Administrative Officer
National Commission for Development Planninq
P.O. Hox 50268

LUSAKA.

Mr. H.P. Nyirongo

Administrative Officer

National Commission for Development Planninq
P.O. Box 50268

LUSAKA.

Mr. A.S. Bwalya

Senior Manpower Development Officer
National Commission for Develooment Planninq
P.O. Box 50258

LUSAKA.
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ZAMBIAN GOVERNMENT SECRETARIAT (Cont'd)

Ms. L. Mungoma

Executive Officer

Ministry cf Foreign Affairs
P.O. Box 50069

LUSAKA.

Mr. A.M. Mabuku

Protocol Officer

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
P.O. Box 50069

LUSAKA.

Mr. P.V.R. Lwenje

Information and Press Officer

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
P.O. Box 50069

LUSAKA.

ECA SECRETARIAT

Frof. Adebayo Adedeji

Executive Secretary
P.O. Box 3001

ADDIS ABABA.

Mr. Ahmed Ismael Kusaunndee
Officer-in-Cbarge

Domestic and Intra-African Trade Section
International Trade and Finance Division
P.O. Box 3001

ADDIS ABASA.

Mr. Telahun Makonnen

Farm Management Officer

Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division
P.O. Box 3001

ADDIS A8ABA.

Mr. de Pedro Jose Luis
Forestry Officer

Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division

P.O. 3ox 3001

ADDIS A3ADA.

Nr. P.T.A. Were
Economic Affairs Officer
Transport, Communications and Tourism Division
P.O. Box 3001

ADDIS ABABA,
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EGA SECRETARIAT (Confd)

Mr. F.K. Inganji

Training Programme Co-ordinator
PADIS

P.O. Box 3001
ADDIS ABABA.

ECA/MULPOC/LUSAKA SECRETARIAT

Mr, S.J. Walters

Officer-in-Charge
P.O. Box 30647
LUSAKA.

Mrs. V.D. Mwamwaja
Co-ordinator
Women's Programme
P.O. Box 30647
LUSAKA.

Mr. B.C. Gondwe

Economic Affairs Officer
P.O. Box 30647
LUSAKA.

Mr. E. Malinga

Economic Affairs Officer
P.O. Box 30647
LUSAKA.

ranslator J
P.O. Box 30647
LUSAKA.

Mr. K.V. Kuezi-Nke
Assistant Co-ordinator
Women's Programme
P.O. Box 30647

LUSAKA.


